
 
Client Liaison release long-awaited 
debut album Diplomatic Immunity 

 By Annabel Ross 

It's here. Three years after Fairfax first interviewed Client Liaison, the Melbourne synth-pop 

duo's long-awaited debut album has arrived, and Diplomatic Immunity is every bit as 

ridiculous and glorious as their fans could hope for. 

Since sauntering onto the Australian music scene with breakthrough single End of the 

Earth in 2012, Monte Morgan and Harvey Miller have attracted a fawning following with 

their catchy songs, camp choreography, flamboyant costumes and poker-faced skewering of 

'80s Australian culture and excess. 

Client Liaison's Monte Morgan and Harvey Miller with their Mercedes limousine. 
Photo: Stefan Postles 

Put it on the company card. Too much is never enough. Think nothing. Feel 

everything. These are the rules for living according to Client Liaison, and so it is fitting they 

collect me for this interview in a white 1983 Mercedes stretch limousine. 

"I think there's a gap in the market," says keyboardist/producer Miller, sharing his plans to 

retrofit the limo, complete with a hot towelette machine and the 1984 Nintendo video 

game Duck Hunt, and rent it out. "There are these crass stretch Hummers, something 

someone like Donald Trump would jump out of, and people realise they want something 

more, that's where we come in, the off-white limo." 

http://www.theage.com.au/entertainment/the-reluctant-debut-album-just-wait-for-it-20130630-2p56v.html


It's hard to tell if he's joking; part of Client Liaison's appeal is their unwillingness to break the 

fourth wall. On stage, in their film clips and even during interviews, they are completely 

dedicated to upholding the Client Liaison narrative, one that sees them cast as louche Hawke-

era diplomats living it up on the taxpayer's dollar. 

Their film clip for Wild Life opens with a newsreader announcing the pair's plans to acquire 

Qintex, the now-defunct company formerly managed by Christopher Skase. 

"We always wanted to touch on the ATO and it reflects people who have influenced us – 

Alan Bond, [Christopher] Skase, Kerry Packer ... all the great tax avoiders of our nation," 

says Miller. 

The limo has significance beyond sheer indulgence – there is a track on the album called Off 

White Limousine, for which they filmed the video clip last week with Hodor from Game of 

Thrones, who was in town on a DJ tour. 

"We were looking for a celebrity cameo for Off White Limousine – we couldn't get Mike 

Whitney so we got a member of Game of Thronesinstead," Miller deadpans. 

The new album includes what might be their biggest coup to date – a duet with Miller's idol, 

Tina Arena. 

Arena headed to Client Liaison headquarters, at level nine at Morgan's on 401 Collins Street 

(his grandfather is market research mogul Roy Morgan) to record the song, called A Foreign 

Affair, and signed Miller's copy of her autobiography. 

"She wrote, 'Dear Harvey, the story continues,' which I found very touching," says Miller. 

"If she ever does update her autobiography I hope she'll include a few sentences about her 

time at Client Liaison headquarters." 

Arena isn't the only recognisable name on the album's sleeve notes – ABC journalist Tom 

Tilley, who Miller met through his ex-girlfriend, plays bass and is listed as an "associate 

executive" alongside Miller's brother Geordie Miller (together with Morgan and Miller, they 

make up the Client Liaison touring band). 

Members of Flight Facilities, Gypsy and the Cat and Miami Horror are among the local 

artists, and writers and producers credited on the album. 

"When you're a duo, you can hit walls, it can be, 'I like it this way', 'I like it this way'," says 

Morgan. "When you bring someone else in it helps freshen it up." 

But the sound is still distinctively Client Liaison, evoking influences as diverse as Daryl 

Braithwaite, Prince, Yothu Yindi and '90s Eurodance, sometimes all in the one track. 

"We're not in the business of alienating our fans with some weird new direction," says Miller. 

"Nothing felt too forced as in trying to find a new sound, it felt quite natural." 

  



The tongue-in-cheek thematic touchstones of greed and abuse of power are unchanged – see 

long-time live favourites Canberra Won't Be Calling Tonight ("ain't no backbencher going to 

figure this out/stolen sources won't be calling me") and Hotel Stay ("seduction has no 

judgement when luxury's abundant"). 

The band has made some scorching assessments of our national pride in the past – "this 

dodgy disaster of a culture, is it what we stand for?" Morgan sings on End of the Earth – but 

Miller maintains they like to remain apolitical. 

"It's a hypersensitive climate, the way things can pan out on Twitter. We just like to discuss 

things as they are and let people make their own decisions," he says. "We couldn't think of 

anything worse than setting a political agenda." 

A sartorial agenda, on the other hand, is something Miller and Morgan can get behind. With 

the help of their stylist, Kirsty Barros of Makers of Belief, they have created the Client 

Liaison: Designer Line range of clothing to drop in tandem with their album. 

"We wanted to break away from merchandise and move into more of a fashion line, it's a lot 

more considered, everything from the weight of the fabric to the cut, the printing technique," 

says Miller, modelling a peach-coloured T-shirt. 

Turns out they've been quite industrious over the past three years, after all – what with the 

2014 EP that was more of a mini-album, the ever-evolving live show, the fashion line and the 

ongoing development of the Client Liaison universe (their latest merchandise project is 

diplomatic passport holders). 

"We feel like we've been keeping busy," says Miller. "It hasn't felt like we've delayed the 

album too much." 

Diplomatic Immunity is released on November 4. Client Liaison play the Spilt Milk 

Festival in Parkes, NSW on December 3 and the Falls Festival from December 28-31.  

clientliaison.com 
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